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Always desiring to be different, he became fascinated with the projected background process and
acquired a very early and primitive projected background system for their San Marcos studio to
increase their creativity and uniqueness. Their success with Virtual Backgrounds in their own studio
led to his writing of the very first article about the projected background process which was
published in The Professional Photographer magazine. He began to speak about Virtual Backgrounds
to photographers around the world. He also wrote the book, Successful Projected Environmental
Photography. Frustrated with the background technology available at the time, he developed in
conjunction with Florida photographer and engineer, Brian Lane, a number of technical advances and
other innovations that have led to the Scene Machine Virtual Background system which is now sold
worldwide. He was different from every other manufacturer of a background system because he and
Marian actually used their equipment in their own studio. When photographers said the projected
background process wasn’t any good, they knew different because it was a key component in making
their Texas studios successful.
He has written more than 100 articles and columns for the Professional Photographer magazine
(Your Bottom Line) as well as numerous articles for other publications throughout the world. He is
the author of a variety of books including Background Power! and The Professional Photographer’s
Perfect Storm. He is the founder and president of Virtual Backgrounds. Together with his son David,
they founded Pixel Magic Imaging, a leader in the early days of digital imaging. PMI is now part of
DNP Photo Imaging of Japan. His writing has always been considered controversial because he
presents issues in a straight on fashion as well as provides straight forward solutions without the
fluff and spin that is so typical today. Basically he can be best described as a perceptive realist.
The company, Virtual Backgrounds, is well known for its extensive educational programs, providing
photographers with training not only in the use of the Virtual Backgrounds process but in other
important areas of photography as well. Realizing that nothing happens without marketing, he has
always placed heavy emphasis on business promotion and marketing. He views the Virtual
Backgrounds process as the most powerful photographic tool available today as well as an extremely
powerful marketing tool which can play a major role in helping the professional photographer fight
their way through The Perfect Storm and win by being clearly different from others, including the
DIY amateurs. Dr. Oles also does private consulting for the photographic industry.
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Chapter 1
My Question to you:
What is the most powerful tool a Professional
Photographer can use to promote their business
and grow their profits?
HINT: No…not a digital camera or a new set of lights, or even a new
version of Photoshop, AND you might already have it!
ANSWER: It is the Virtual Backgrounds System…working in either a
fixed or location studio.
“Really? How come?” you ask…? To understand, keep reading why a
Virtual Background system can be such a valuable business-generating
tool for the professional photographer, especially during these difficult
economic times.
A new digital camera is not a business-generating tool because today,
everyone has a digital camera that takes very good pictures.
It’s not a new flash because every camera has some kind of light source to
illuminate the subject, but now some amateurs are actually learning to use
multiple lights and reflectors.
It’s not a new version of Photoshop because most everybody already uses
Photoshop. Some use it to fix photos and others use it to enhance photos.
A few years ago, you saw ads on prime time national TV on how simple it is
for just about anyone to switch heads on bodies so that isn’t special any
more either. The fact is all of the impressive, mystical, special tools and
methods that were once exclusive to the professional photographer are
now common to everyone…except one tool, the Virtual Background System.
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Virtual Backgrounds is the only tool we have left that the public
doesn’t have and doesn’t really understand. However, they do
recognize that the resulting images from a photographer with this system
are unique and highly intriguing. These are images that the general public
cannot create on their own. They cannot get this kind of variety from other
professional photographers who do not own a Virtual Background system.
For a moment, I ask you to be honest with yourself… is it you or is it the
camera that produces great images? If you did not have that particular
camera….could you still produce good images? Of course you can. You, as a
professional, know that really good images are not accidental. They must
be created within your mind and not with what is in your hand. The
camera, plus your lights and background, record the results that you want
whether it is a point and shoot or your professional level equipment.
Virtual Backgrounds makes the task so much easier to do with its versatility
which greatly enhances your creativity and then your sales.
The digital revolution has enabled the public to not hire a professional
photographer, due to their feeling that they can do it faster, easier, and for
a whole lot less money on their own. They get “good enough” results, and
they even have fun doing it and later they brag about their photos to their
friends. This reality is not endearing to our businesses, but is the new
reality we all face every day. This is one reason so many long established
photographers are suffering or gone from the industry. True, there are
many newcomers to the business, at least a million in this country alone.
They are often snapshot photographers selling their photos for very little
money, and more often than not, they are satisfied to earn just enough to
pay for their equipment (toys). Then there are those newcomers, who take
photography more seriously and want to grow a profitable part time or full
time business. They just don’t have the business or photographic
experience to do an adequate job, but are learning “on the job,” so to
speak.
These are indeed tough times for professional photographers.
Fortunately, there are still many ways to be successful in photography
and have fun at the same time. It doesn’t matter if you are an old timer
or a newcomer to the business…there are enormous opportunities still
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available to those who know how to take advantage of them. These
opportunities are intimately tied to producing clearly distinguishing
products the public cannot create, or get anywhere else, except from a
professional photographer.
You are probably reading this little booklet because you already own a
Virtual Background system, are seriously contemplating purchasing one, or
you are just seriously looking for ways to grow your photography business.
A VB System can be an incredibly important tool if used and promoted
effectively. Put a VB System to work and you will soon discover for yourself
the power of this special effects background system. There are many
photographers, who either don’t know about Virtual Backgrounds, don’t
believe what they hear, or are fearful of making the investment. But if you
follow the “crowd”, then how are you different?
If you already have a VB system, then you should be making Virtual
Backgrounds a fundamental component in your photography business. This
will help you with creativity, productivity, and profitability. There is nothing
else on the market that encompasses all three of those aspects in one tool.

Don’t believe anything I say here, just because I say it. Do your
homework with some objective market research. Dedicate a few
minutes to read this booklet and then contemplate how the ideas
presented here can contribute to your business future as a professional
photographer. I trust that you will feel that it all just makes good sense.
Both success and failure are options. It’s up to you to determine

which route you choose.

Remember…..
Knowledge is Power!
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Chapter 2
THE KEY TO SUCCESS
The key to success today for the professional
photographer lies in producing different
products that others cannot produce or
simply will not offer. More product variety is
a fundamental component of being different
than other photographers and equally as
important as being able to produce good
quality images. Differences in photography
between photographers are seldom
recognized by the public unless the
differences are very obvious. Clients, very
often, need to be hit with a “hammer” before
they are able to perceive real differences in
photography and Virtual Backgrounds can be
the “hammer” you need. Without some sort
of a “hammer”, business can and most
probably will, dry up. Unfortunately
professional photographers at every level of sophistication tend to think
that they are really special and are already offering the public the best deal.
Sometimes they see their own work as being better than what it actually is.
Honesty about yourself and your work is paramount. Do you strive to put
out the best product, with the most creativity, at the best price you can
afford to give? OR, do you give your clients “good enough” products? The
latter is exactly what all the DIY photographers are doing. Is this what you
want to do? Do you want to follow them, in their amateurish footsteps?
This same public sees their own work as better than what it actually is or at
least good enough to fill their needs. The Digital revolution that has hit
professional photography has decimated the business of photography for
so many professionals. And at the same time, there are many new
photographers entering the profession who are willing to work for almost
nothing just so they can take pictures. As a result, you have a profession
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where both business and personal incomes have dropped while
encompassing a flood of newcomers.
Because of the drop in sales, studio overhead became part of the problem
that has lead to many long established professionals giving up their studios
and relying on doing only location work. But this creates an even bigger
problem. Anyone, with a camera can take pictures in public places. In fact,
some customers may actually own a better camera than the professional.
Instead of the professional promoting good quality lighting and posing,
even when one is outside, they promote the “natural look”. THIS IS
EXACTLY WHAT THE AMATEUR DOES ON A DAILY BASIS! Now…. if you are
doing portraits outside, with the natural look and no special lighting…… and
the amateur is doing the same thing….. Then how does this make you
"different or better?” The only real difference is that you charge for your
work.
Whereas many people see the current situation as devastating for the
photographer, it really can be a situation filled with opportunity for those
who concentrate on producing unique products that have a high appeal
and which cannot be gotten by any other means.
So, what can a professional photographer offer that would pull people
away from their self reliance on DIY-good-enough photography? The
answer is not always easy, but it is basic. To answer the question you have
to ask, “What

can I offer in terms of service and
product that the public cannot generally get
anywhere else?”
There are four answers to this question.
1.

2.

Today, the public and most professional photographers do not
have a studio environment in which to work. They only work on
location. Therefore having a professional studio location clearly
helps to differentiate one from all the others, even if that studio is
in a home living room.
The wannabe and some professional photographers have little or
no training in lighting, posing, general studio operation and
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3.
4.

business practices. Photography is an art, a science, and a
business
Training and experience can make a major difference in the results
obtained and potential customers will recognize the difference.
Studios were once rather sterile places with very limited options
to produce a wide range of variety. Studios with the Virtual
Backgrounds capability have a very unique tool that enables the
offering of infinite variety, in a controlled studio environment with
a host of other associated advantages.

A common reaction we hear to each of these four statements is that
today’s customer, especially the young ones, do not want the formality of a
studio because they like the natural environment, they only want
spontaneity and not special posing, lighting, artificial backgrounds, or
anything that looks “stiff”. Fortunately, with the Virtual Backgrounds
System, all that is desired by the client and more can be done, even with
very limited space.
The public’s perception of what their images should look like in a studio
with today’s technology is somewhat distorted. Reality dictates that the
vast majority of all people still want to look good in photographs, especially
in what might be called serious photographs of themselves but they want
new and fresh looks, such as more Contemporary rather than the Classical
look their mom’s or grandmother’s portraits were like. In reality, a lot of
what is done on location, can be done in a VB equipped studio, but with
better lighting, professional posing or spontaneous actions, and a vast array
of backgrounds, including customized backgrounds, to generate more
variety and enhancement of the images. It is important to produce images
that are well beyond what others can produce, no matter how many shots
they take.
As stated earlier, the reaction of some established professionals is to
become 100% location photographers, thus having scrapped their studios
in favor of shooting on location. Having a studio, along with the quality and
variety of the work that can be done there, helps to clearly differentiate the
professional from all others. The professionals, “ace card” use to be
“having a studio” and now, so many professionals are throwing away that
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advantage. This does not suggest that a studio photographer can’t also
offer location work in addition to their studio work to provide the client
with maximum variety. But, why would a professional want to operate
exclusively or almost so in the same world as the amateur?
There is an old expression that says, “If you can’t beat them, join them”
and that is exactly what so many professionals have been doing. As a
result, they lose a whole lot of their business to the low priced amateurs
and lower level professionals who work only on location because they
don’t have a camera room, lights or props. This is one case where joining
them is definitely not a winning response. It is a ticket to less business
and perhaps even oblivion. AND, if you are a newcomer to the
profession, this is the time to concentrate on clearly differentiating
yourself from all others.

Why would a professional not want to offer the public a choice of
these three options?
Option 1: 100% location photography
Option 2: 100% studio based photography
Option 3: A combination of studio and location photography at a
special combined price
It is in the photographer’s best interest to clearly separate their offering
from all others and to promote not just the advantages of studio
photography but specifically promote, when appropriate, the
combination of both studio and location work. Properly done, this
immediately puts the photographer in a class by them self.
The client wanting the free flowing natural look does not mean the
photographer cannot present the client with options, including those more
formal looks. These options would clearly help them secure the customer
to use their services rather than selecting another photographer. The
prudent sales person knows how to guide the client to liking and wanting
specifically the specialty products that are produced by the studio. The
“whims” of the customer can be adjusted with good salesmanship.
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Fortunately, people still want to look good in their photographs and they
really want the best product, for the best value, even if it is a higher price.
Now it becomes a matter of salesmanship. If a prospective customer has a
choice of many different photographers, a decision is more easily reached
by showing different and more attractive samples. Prices can be raised, but
you have to consider what you are delivering to your client when your work
falls into a lower, medium, or higher price range. Again, it is time to be
honest with oneself. If what you are offering is not different, special, or
better, then your business will not grow as much as you may want.
Will people pay more for better service, more quality, and overall better
images? Yes, most will. Joseph and Louise Simone, two of the finest
photographers in the world can charge what some would call exorbitant
prices, but their work and methods are so clearly superior that they have all
the work they want. Their clientele appreciates the quality and artistic
nature of the Simones’ portraiture.
Do not confuse quantity with quality and value. Today, because of digital,
many photographers shoot hundreds or even thousands of pictures. I
recently saw the previews made by a Los Angeles photographer. There
were over 1,000 of them…all with a plain white background. It is not
unusual for a wedding photographer to capture thousands of images at the
wedding but not taking a special effort with the special images of the bride
and groom and the families. This kind of thinking is commonly called “spray
and pray.” It certainly isn’t professional. It’s amateurish, at best, and some
even call it “shutterbug” mentality.
Once again, if a professional photographer wants to rise to the top, they
must offer product and service that clearly distinguishes them from all
others. The point is, Virtual Backgrounds has become a critically important
tool that enables the professional photographer to provide the public with
the widest possible array of photographic services. It is a tool that can
reinvigorate the studio, enabling the professional to further differentiate
themselves from others by the breadth and scope of the services and
products they offer to their clients. The public likes new concepts,
especially if they haven’t seen them before.
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Keep in mind that the Virtual Backgrounds System is a universal tool, but
even most VB system owners may have a very limited view of what the
Virtual Backgrounds System is capable of doing. Realization of infinite
background control escapes so many, along with its use as a photographic
tool AND as a very important marketing tool.
Have you ever seen a photograph without a background? Of course you
have not. Every photograph has a background even if that background is
just plain black, white, natural or contrived. Backgrounds are a powerful
part of framing your subject in a complimentary way. By changing
backgrounds, the photographer can instantly change the mood of the
overall image, and with the VB System, you can do so very quickly and
inexpensively, in minimal space and with no storage issues. It can even be
done in your living room studio.
Master photographer, Trevon Baker, talks about the four dimensions of a
portrait…lighting, posing, expression and the background. Changing the
background can enable the photographer to make changes in the other
three dimensions forming a very extensive array of images.
Why isn’t every professional striving to follow this plan? The answer is
simple. Many photographers, who do not think outside “the box”, are
limiting themselves to use only readily available possibilities, the same as
the amateur.

A defining moment for photographers is when they start to think
outside of the box and move away from the others so as to
clearly differentiate themselves. By taking control and leading
rather than following, real success can be attained.
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WHAT ABOUT GREEN SCREEN?
Green screen is a digital way
to generate backgrounds and
many photographers have
flocked to using it because it
is cheap to get in to. They do
not know that it is actually
very expensive in terms of
the time it takes to do the
extra work and it has serious
limitations for portrait work
compared with the optical
Virtual Background process. With green screen, the photographer has to
paste in each background later, after the subject leaves, which can be very
time consuming and therefore subjects must come back to see their proofs
with backgrounds in place. The photographer cannot see the background
in the camera viewfinder and therefore has to work generically. The
subject must be very carefully lit to avoid green fringe around the body.
The subject cannot wear anything green or near green. The shooting area
for green screen has to be considerably larger than the shooting area for
Virtual Backgrounds. And because green screen is cheap to buy, it is a
popular computer toy for many and therefore it has lost its mystique with
customers. By contrast, Virtual Backgrounds is a tool that is exclusive for
the professional photographer. For these reasons and more, the optical
Virtual Background process is the preferred method of background
generation for professional portrait photography.

With green screen, if a subject wears
anything green, the green will be replaced
with background. This is one of the nuisance
factors with green screen, in addition to the
extra time factor it takes to paste in the
backgrounds after the subject has left.
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Chapter 3
VB AS A SUPER POWERFUL
MARKETING TOOL
If you don’t effectively promote your services, nothing happens!
It is much easier for any business to engage in marketing if they have
something special to market. If they are seen by the public as being much
like everyone else, then successful marketing is much more difficult and
much less effective.
The advantages that come with having a Virtual Background system should
be a key element of your marketing. It clearly makes the VB owner
different, but only if promoted as such. Owners of the system need to
show their unique samples of what can be done with the system and
explain the advantages. You cannot expect results if you simply tell the
public you have a Virtual Background system.
Most photographers think that the public should choose them because
they are better photographers, but in reality, the public does not do a very
good job of perceiving subtle and even not so subtle differences in a
product. The differences have to be more dramatic and it is necessary to
point them out to the prospective client and make it very clear that you can
do things for them that no one else can do. This is what Virtual
Backgrounds enables you to do. Chances are good that no one else in your
community has a VB system and even if they do, they may not be using it
effectively and they may not be marketing it well, if at all. But just about
every photographer has a camera with a big lens and they will take you to
the park, to the railroad tracks, to the lake, and perhaps to the city trash
dump to obtain a variety of “looks”. Unfortunately, when you look at
various photographer’s web sites and compare what others are doing, the
similarities are abundant. So how is the public to choose?
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Customers want images that are unique and specific to them. With having
the VB System, you are able to explain to prospects how you can choose
custom backgrounds to enhance your poses and let them know that this is
one of a kind, with the emphasis on no one else being able to duplicate
what you can do for them. VB is something that most of your customers
won’t exactly understand, but they will be intrigued and amazed with the
results. It is almost magical.
This is also a great time to promote your use of VB in conjunction with a
real professional studio set up. Even if you are working on location and
have a portable studio, or even a studio set up in an unused bedroom in
your home, you can still explain the options that are available that a handheld-camera-snap-shooter does not have. People are looking for the best
value for their money. Without Virtual Backgrounds, you may be forced
to rely on having the lowest price and just claiming your quality is better.
With VB, you may have a higher price than others but you can justify your
pricing by showing your superior product and methods. Dialogue with a
prospective client might go something like this: “Of course we can do the
location photography like so many others, but we also offer a special
package of images created in our high tech studio where we control the
environment. With our methods, there is no worry about wind, rain, heat,
or prying eyes. In the privacy of our studio we can create an infinite variety
of images for you, custom tailored to your specific desires. We produce
products that no one else can create.”
Such an approach takes attention away from pricing alone and moves it to
where it should be… the total value. It doesn’t matter if you are selling
your work to one prospect or working to secure a major contract with
hundreds of potential sittings. Having the VB System gives you an edge an
advantage, even when you do not have the lowest price. This approach is
also critical in your overall marketing as well, such as newspaper
advertising, radio, TV, or any other means. Often photographers rely solely
on low pricing and saying “I’m really good”. The difference in the two
approaches is night and day.
A VB System is a significant investment. It is not an expense. VB pays for
itself and can continue generating income, for as long as you use it. That is
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exactly what your Virtual Background system should be doing for you. As
you and your business grow, VB becomes a cornerstone of your business,
and will help by enabling you to bring in more clients and increasing your
sales averages. That is the basis of a good investment.
As a general rule, most professional photographers have always been poor
at marketing their services and products. There has never been a time
when cost effective marketing has been more important to the future of
the industry. There are an infinite number of ways to market your
photography business. Some marketing plans are very costly and bring
little in return. Other marketing methods can cost next to nothing and
bring huge returns. The latter is obviously where we should concentrate
our attention. This is exactly what Virtual Backgrounds enables you to do.
Virtual Backgrounds is a tool that enables you to present yourself as clearly
different from all others.
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Chapter 4
COST EFFECTIVE MARKETING
Marketing your services
does not have to be
expensive. In fact, some
of the most effective
marketing can be free!
One of my favorite ways
of marketing
photography is for the
photographer to make
presentations about
photography to various
community organizations, such as service clubs or school classrooms.
While it is usually not appropriate to give a sales presentation about why
your audience should come to your business, it is appropriate to talk about
photography in general. Then when speaking, weave in a bit about what is
new and special in professional photography. Be sure to show examples of
what a professional studio looks like, along with a variety of sample images.
The public today is so inundated with snapshots that they tend to forget
that there are higher levels of photography. This gives the presenter a
chance to talk about studio images versus the candid images, along with
the new specialties offered that might be different and intriguing to the
audience. Virtual Backgrounds is certainly such a specialty that easily
catches the attention of the audience because it is completely new and
amazing to the public. Some photographers have even brought a VB
system in to the event to demonstrate how it works. VB is amazing at
“show & tell.”
The objective is to get people in the community, whether it is the kids,
young adults, adults, or the senior citizens, talking about what they have
learned from you about photography in general and about your services as
well. Again, remember not to make it a sales presentation as such, but
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instead make it an informative seminar about photography. It is a soft but
very powerful sales method, especially when you have something as
intriguing and unique as Virtual Backgrounds to speak about.
Speaking invitations are not difficult to acquire. Approach the decision
makers of the group with your program ideas. These groups are hungry for
interesting programs and photography is of such universal interest that an
invitation will probably be forthcoming once they know you have such a
program to present.

CHARITABLE MARKETING
One of the most powerful and cost effective ways to market portrait
photography that I have ever seen is to hook up with a charity or other
non-profit and let them do your marketing for you and at the same time,
they are able to generate substantial funds for their organization.
Daniel Gutier of Dallas, Texas,
has developed this technique
into a win-win-win
opportunity for both the
Charity and for his studio. The
Charity gets funding, the
people get quality images,
and the photographers get
dozens or even hundreds of
sittings that can generate tens
of thousands of dollars…and
more. Here is how it works. Funding for Charities (non-profit) are done
much of the time with fund raising programs. A nonprofit could also be a
school group working to secure funds for a special project or trip. Very
often they have no choice but to sell insignificant things like popcorn or
candy, doing carwashes or other services in order to earn a few dollars. If
you were to work with a group of this type, then they could sell a unique
photography product, therefore making more money with less effort.
Daniel presenting a check for over $19,000 to charity
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In today’s market, every studio has trouble getting people to schedule a
time for portraits. However, after being photographed, and if the job is
done well, people will usually buy portraits. The difficulty is getting the
people in front of the camera. This is how the non-profit can help the
photographer get people through their door, which in turn helps the
photographer in generating new clients. The first step means developing a
complete plan to present to the Charity of choice. The effectiveness will
depend on your offering of something more than just an ordinary portrait
event. Daniel came up with the idea of doing fantasy photography of
children and combining that with a contest and a calendar. It is important
that you have the entire program laid out so the group can make a simple
yes/no decision. If you do it right, it is almost a “no brainer”. Daniel chose
fantasy photography because with the VB backgrounds, the costumes, and
the props, they could produce a style of photography no parent could do on
their own. It’s unique, and that uniqueness has a powerful appeal to the
charity and to the people the charity approaches.
Daniel had the charity sell the sitting sessions for $25.00 and the charity
kept the entire amount as their initial return for their efforts. The buyer
was given a certificate with a time limit, which had to be turned in to
receive their fantasy photography session. Daniel received the names of all
those who purchased a certificate and called each certificate holder to
schedule their session. Their calls were not seen as telemarketing because
they were reminding the parents about the need to use the certificate they
had already purchased. And because it was a fantasy photography session,
the parents automatically had a lot of enthusiasm. The parents knew this
was something really special
Many photographers do not like giving up the $25.00 session fee, but they
need to realize just how much it would cost them to get each individual
session scheduled, if they did not work with the Charity. The cost of
marketing to massive numbers of individuals is a whole lot more than
$25.00 per session if done by the photographer, and the promotion may
not work at all. How many times have you spent a lot of time and money
on a promotion, but it brought in little or zero sales? In this case, there is
no risk of loss because the charity does the selling. They only get what they
sell. The photographer merely provides the service and then has the
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opportunity to sell. The most the photographer can lose is their time and
effort in conducting the sitting and in making the sales presentation.

Typical images created by Daniel Gutier for his charity event.

Daniel’s initial attempt at charity marketing brought them 195 sittings!
They were astounded with their success. The average sale was substantial
and far higher than what was initially expected. Part of the program
included a method for the public, for a small fee, to cast a vote on which
images would be on the calendar. Because of the business generated, Dan
was able to turn over to the charity, nearly $20,000! The charity was
thrilled, the parents were thrilled because they had unique fantasy images
of their kids that they could not get anywhere else and Daniel had very
substantial sales. In addition, Daniel now had a working relationship with
all these parents and families for future photographic sales. It is much
easier to continue with a customer you have already impressed than it is to
go out and find a new customer.
Their second Charity event brought them 360 sittings. They have additional
charity events already scheduled and have never been turned down by a
charity. This is a marketing method that is open to just about any
photographer anywhere, even if you are new in town. Instead of trying to
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build a business over a period of
years, a non-profit marketing
promotion can be like a shot of
adrenaline for your business.
Needless to say, there is more to
this program than what we can
relate here. Daniel has
developed a CD to help other
photographers get in to charity
or non-profit marketing. It
includes complete details and
even templates and other forms.
The regular price is $399, but for
a limited time, you can order the
training program from VB or
directly from Daniel for half price
if you use the promotion code
VB. It is sold with a money back
guarantee if you are not satisfied. There is no risk.

PRINT DISPLAYS FOR THE PUBLIC
Another effective method of promoting your product is to engage in
traveling displays such as those held in some local malls. This is an excellent
way to get your work in front of thousands of locals even though it can be
expensive. Another way to display would be to talk with the management
and see if you can have permission to decorate an empty store window
with your prints. This could be very inexpensive to do. But, it is important
to show true professional level photography in these displays. The public is
being exposed to so much photojournalistic style portraits that they are
even becoming unaware of anything else. Images that you show should
impress the viewers so they will want to see who does this fantastic
photography.
To cut costs and still get your images in front of the public, consider
displaying your prints in local restaurants or perhaps local hotels. One way
to get your images on display in a locally owned facility is to photograph the
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owner and their family and put them on display in their own business. It
usually works!
Another way to cut costs is for two or several quality photographers to
offer a combined display. Two can do a display for half the cost of one and
still get the benefits. Several photographers can also get together to
produce cooperative advertising…putting out ads none of them as
individuals could afford on their own. Colorado Master Photographer Rick
Avalos has a large display of his prints in a local mall.

Rick Avalos has his prints on display at a local Pueblo Colorado mall.

FLEA MARKET AND OTHER DISPLAYS
It would be wise to consider any display opportunity that may arise in your
community. For example, Elma and Fred Flores of Dripping Springs Texas
have found a local flea market that opens the first Saturday of each month
except for 3 months in the winter. The Wimberley Market Days draws
many thousands of visitors from a wide area. The Flores’s now have two
displays, one across from the other. They bring a wide variety of large
sample images to display along with good signage and their own
presence. There intent is not to just display their work but to also schedule
sessions. They actually do schedule a number of sessions at each Market
Day. The display has been so successful that they are about to enter their
third year.
The Flores’s also participate in many other displays including a special
Dripping Springs parade. They decorate a large farm wagon, including using
portraits, and invite a number of their customers to ride on the float. The
parents of the kids chosen are almost more excited about being chosen
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than the kids themselves. The event cements the relationships with the
customers and presents Elma's Portrait Studio to the public. It goes
without saying, if you want your kids to have any chance of riding in next
year's parade, they better get photographed at Elma's Portrait Studio.
Both the Market Days display and participating in the parade are extremely
cost effective and productive methods of marketing. Interesting enough, as
successful as these events have been for Elma and Fred, no other
competing photographer has yet to become involved!

Elma Flores’ Market Day Display in Wimberley Texas

ASK FOR ADVICE
Consider gathering a group of
perhaps 6 to 12 popular juniors
during the latter part of their school
year and ask them to come in to
your facility to serve as your
advisors as part of a pizza and soda
event. This gives you an opportunity
to show them what you can do and
to ask them about what they feel
they, along with their fellow seniors,
would like to see in the way of
senior photography.
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Again, this is a chance to show off all the special things you can do with
your Virtual Backgrounds System and the advantages of having at least part
of their session shot in the studio environment. The kids love being asked
for serious input about their wants and desires. This also allows you to
show off your work and learn about what is needed to capture their
attention. A demonstration of the Virtual Backgrounds System would be
impressive, thus encouraging them to include a studio session as part of
their overall senior photography.
Impressing your “student advisors” makes them want to talk positively
about you and your services to other students. They too, will probably
come back to you because you are a known entity. They also appreciate
the fact that you asked for their opinion. And they now know you take
some pretty cool pictures and have really cool tools like Virtual
Backgrounds.

MARKETING SUMMARY
Many photographers are complaining that digital has destroyed their
business and that the public no longer needs the services of a professional
photographer. I absolutely do not agree. My response is that the need for
the professional photographer is still strong, but the perception of what is
needed is incorrect. As a professional you know that good photography is
not a snapshot as is what so many new photographers do. If the
professional photographers are progressive in their methods, in offering
products not produced by the DIY (Do-It-Yourself) public, then those
photographers have a better chance in obtaining and retaining clients. But,
more important than ever, the photographer has to market and promote
these new products and services. The “walk-in” client is almost a thing of
the past, making it necessary to make use of new and different methods to
attract clients.
If you want business, it is necessary to develop unique and cost effective
marketing methods. You don’t have to spend a lot of money on marketing
if you can be creative with marketing ideas and put them to use in your
community. Your Virtual Backgrounds System helps to make you and your
work unique, and will be an important component in your marketing
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Chapter 5
VIRTUAL BACKGROUNDS AS A
PROWERFUL STUDIO TOOL
In this section I will present a
wide variety of applications for
using Virtual Backgrounds in
your business. The common
elements to always consider are:
1. Concentrate your efforts
on those things that make you
different or special from all
others. This can include
different styles of lighting, nonposing posing (aka: au natural
with guidance) and the use of
props and infinite background
variety.
2. Include information
about Virtual Backgrounds in
your marketing by showing
sample images and how these
images were made.
3. Another factor to
consider is that it is important
Lori DeRouen gets recognized in her local newspaper
to impress a client with one's
facility and technology. I call it
"Studio Theatre." If the client sees the photographer using tools
already possessed by themselves or their kids, why should they pay
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the professional to do what they can also do? It's just plain
common sense. Virtual Backgrounds is a tool that no amateur
has. It is a tool that most professionals don't have. It is a tool that
is unique and different, even mystifying or magic. The professional
photographer uses it to create exciting and different images that
can't be done any other way. It just makes sense to highlight the
availability of product and service that comes with having a virtual
background system….far more than with any other product.
The following examples show how the implementation of the Virtual
Backgrounds System is a key component in helping to attract customers
and increase revenue.

STANDARD STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY
Money can still be made in the traditional studio using canvas or muslin
backgrounds for head and shoulder portraits. Therefore, do not forget to
include some standard studio photography with your sessions. In fact, the
more your long established competitors move away from standard studio
photography, the more you can make money with your VB System because
what used to be standard will be seen as very special and different.
Recently, a very well known, high-priced Portrait Artist was contacted by a
bride, looking for someone to do her formal bridal portrait. She was very
upset, because she had not been able to find a photographer to do her
bridal portrait inside a studio instead of outdoors. He gladly did her
portrait, which cost her a lot more money than she would have normally
paid for snapshots. Opportunities are there when you better service the
client.
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Images by Lora Yeater using Virtual Backgrounds

Providing you have photographed your former muslins or canvases and
made them into slides, you are now able to project and use these canvas
and muslin slides as your backgrounds, with the VB System. As with your
regular backgrounds, you can easily vary the focus, color, and brightness of
the backgrounds by using gels and lights, but now you are able to do it in a
matter of SECONDS with the VB System. In addition, you are able to create
more contemporary images by using a variety of abstract backgrounds by
using various light modifiers coupled with color gels. Instead of delivering
20 proofs with just one or two backgrounds, with VB you could deliver 20
proofs with perhaps 5 or 10 different custom tailored backgrounds in a
fraction of the time it would take to use conventional backgrounds. Fine
quality, traditional studio portraits will always survive, but when you add
VB, you make them better and more desirable by adding more variety.

CLASSICAL STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY
Reminiscent of the Old Masters, what used to be the ultimate in classical
portraiture is not as popular today, among both professional
photographers and their clients. Instead, more photographers are using a
photojournalistic approach to portraits. Nevertheless, there will always be a
market for classical portraits that look more like a work of art created by a
master artist, than a picture. The lighting and posing are exquisitely done to
complement the subject resulting in what is often called a “timeless
image,” an image that grows in value over time. It’s far from anything an
amateur can produce.
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Images by the Simones

Classical portraits are best represented by Montreal photographic artists,
Joseph and Louise Simone’. A very limited number of copies of their book,”
The Portrait ….Mirror To the Soul”, are still available from Virtual
Backgrounds. This is a beautiful coffee table book, containing 250
magnificent portraits that represent some of the best there is in classic
portraiture. The Simone’s images provide the photographer with samples
that they can use as guides. The Simone’s have also created several unique
sets of background slides for use with the VB System that can be viewed on
the VB website: http://www.virtualbackgrounds.net/wpvirtual/
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BRIDAL FORMALS
Most photographers report that their wedding business has gone down
considerably due to the digital revolution. The overall look and feel of a
wedding has done a complete switch to a photojournalistic approach,
which in turn, has opened the door for nearly anyone with a camera to
become a wedding photographer. The wedding and ensuing albums were
once a lucrative and primary market for many professionals including
myself.
My philosophy has always been that when a door is shut, one can always
try to find an open window. Another possible market that can be lucrative
if developed by the professional photographer is doing studio formal
portraits of the bride BEFORE the wedding. This would enable the selling of
portrait packages, including a large framed portrait for display at the
wedding reception. Most bridal portraits are done outside in this day and
age, and many of those are not done very well. Today, it is common for
brides to have a few informal shots taken the day of the wedding. Your
response should clarify the differences in the quality of bridal portraiture
done in the studio. Using the VB System to produce these images can give
the clients choices not available any other way.

Image by Lori DeRouen

Image by Jim Richards
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To get started arrange with a bridal shop to give the bride a certificate for a
free bridal sitting. After doing the clients portrait and getting an okay from
the bride, arrange with the store to display this portrait on their wall as a
sample. In developing a bridal portrait business, work with a variety of
stores to show off your elegant samples. A large wall portrait of the bride,
displayed at the reception, serves as excellent advertising for your studio.
There is no legitimate reason why bridal formals cannot again become a
significant and profitable opportunity. Brides still spend a great deal of
money on their dress for this very special day…and sometimes “trash” the
dress immediately afterwards. Why would they not want a very elegant
professionally created portrait of their perfect dress for that most special
event?

Jim Richards captures elegant full length bridal formals in his studio using VB.

Is there real money in bridal formal photography? In answer to that
question I know of a Dallas, Texas photographer who reports that they
currently do 50 to 60 formal bridal sessions a year with an average sale of
$750.00. That’s about $40,000 per year! That is pretty significant pocket
change! They don’t have to worry about doing the candid’s on the day of
the wedding. I firmly believe it is very possible to resurrect the bridal
formal business and make it a very profitable opportunity for the serious
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professional. A bride would no more want to trust her bridal formals to an
amateur, than trust her dress making to an amateur.

WEDDING PHOTO BOOTH
Photo booths are rapidly becoming a part of many wedding receptions.
Now consider this. What if a professional photographer offered the photo
booth concept to the bride but with a huge difference? A much more
potentially profitable concept would be for the photographer to offer not
only the standard candid pictures of the guests, prepaid and printed on site
for the guests and also given to the bride but at the same time, they would
quickly take several more formal poses of the guests with a variety of
complementary backgrounds which would be posted on the internet the
next morning. Each guest would be given a ticket telling them where to go
to see the additional images from which they can order what they may
want. In this way, no money changes hands at the reception but there is a
huge possibility of more sales after the wedding.
If the photographer does a really good job and by using the Virtual
Background system to generate more interest, there is a much better
chance of having good sales on line after the wedding. And, when virtual
backgrounds is used, if other guests shoot over the photographer's
shoulder as they setup the various poses, the VB screen will reflect so much
light from their flash that not only will they not get a background, the
subject will even be blown out!
This is a classic example of taking a concept that was working for the low
end photo entrepreneur and elevating it to one that can be highly
profitable and very professional at the same time utilizing the latest in
technology.

PERSONALITY/LIFESTYLE PORTRAITS
There is much more to a portrait than just a head and shoulders view of a
subject stuck up against a canvas background. A portrait can and often
should reflect what is most important in a subject’s life. In the past, studio
photographers shot every subject with the same canvas background, the
same lighting, the same posing and even the same expression. What was
popular in the past is not as popular now. People want much more variety
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and spontaneity in their portraits, than what has been offered in their past
studio experiences.
Because professionals were not providing the public with the kinds of
photography they wanted, the public started doing their own thing with
their digital cameras and engaged in location shooting. The problem is,
when the public shot outside on location, they could satisfy their needs
without going to the professional. Many professionals then followed the
amateur and started doing more location portraiture. Unfortunately, if the
talents learned from the profession were not used in these sessions, there
was no difference in what the amateur did in the same situation. However,
if the professional separates themselves with better methods, the
professional is then able to surpass what the amateur does, but the public
may not perceive the difference. By having a studio, with a VB System, a
professional can actually duplicate location photography, in the studio
without any effect from the weather. In fact, in most cases, it is possible
for the professional photographer with Virtual Backgrounds to produce
images in the studio that are decidedly better than what could be done on
location.

Image by Trevon Baker

Image by Mark McCall

As this is being written, fall is approaching with all the excitement of the
football season. It is an exciting season not just for football players but also
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for the band, for the drill team, for the cheerleaders and others. When
photographing these types of activities, the trick is to have an extensive
array of sports related backgrounds showing images from each specific
school. These backgrounds are then used to create quality images that
cannot be obtained by any other means. If they like what you have
created, there is a strong likelihood they will buy the images from you.
With Virtual Backgrounds you can produce a wide array of quality theme
related portraits that cannot be duplicated by the parents, or friends, in any
way. This will bring you clients and you will be able to work very efficiently
providing each client with ultimate and personalized variety.

Images by Mark McCall

Personality portraits do not end with high school or college. Why would a
doctor not want a quality portrait with medical themed backgrounds and
why would a professional dancer not want a quality portrait with dance
backgrounds or a lawyer with attorney themed backgrounds?
There is no better source for ideas for personality
or life related portraits than, “Location Portraits”
by William McIntosh. Many of the images in this
book could easily be done with Virtual
Backgrounds. But, whereas Bill McIntosh did
images for a single subject, you with VB could set
up a special series of backgrounds and shoot
dozens or even hundreds of subjects with these
special backgrounds. For example, you could
create a series of backgrounds for the high school
band including backgrounds of the band on the
football field. These backgrounds could then be used to photograph each
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individual band member with their band on their football field as their
background. Again, the images captured with the Virtual Background
system would be far different from anything the DYI’S could do on their
own and can translate into significant sales. Even if the school is already
being photographed by a national company, that company would not be
producing anything like this.
A limited number of Bill McIntosh’s Location Photography books are
available from Virtual Backgrounds. It is a phenomenal idea book!

EVENT PHOTOGRAPHY
There is a lot of money to be made in event photography including proms,
corporate events, father daughter dances, etc. but only if the products you
are creating are significantly different from what the attendees can do with
their own cameras. If you just offer to photograph the couples with a
simple background or get the group to create their own background, then
the contract will probably go to the photographer with the cheapest price
and the resulting sales will be a fraction of what they could have been.
By the time a high school student, college couple, or military personnel
come to an event, they may have been photographed dozens of times by
parents and friends. Why would they want to spend $25.00, $50.00 or
more for another picture? The answer is simple. The picture must be more
desirable than anything they can get on their own. This is why Virtual
Backgrounds comes in to play, and when coupled with quality lighting and
posing, you have a winning combination.
San Antonio photographer, Rick Harding, has been photographing special
events for many years with his 8 Virtual Background systems. While many
other photographers may bid against him, hoping to snag the contract by
offering the lowest price, Rick places his emphasis on quality images made
with a projected custom theme related background. If the theme of the
event is Hawaiian sunset, Rick works with event leaders to develop a
custom Hawaiian sunset background and set. Most of the time he is
awarded the contract without being the cheapest but rather the one
providing the attendees with the best value. He has photographed
hundreds of couples in a single event.
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Rick Harding creates custom designed backgrounds for his events.

As with the photo booth example, a special feature of using Virtual
Backgrounds is that when others try to shoot a picture of their friends while
they are in front of the Virtual Backgrounds screen, not only does the
background become completely washed out, but it can partially wipe out
the subjects they are trying to photograph! The only portrait that will work
and show the themed background is the one the professional takes. Here
again, VB played a role not only in securing the contract without having the
lowest price but it also helps to generate more interest in being
photographed and eliminates the over the shoulder snapshots.
Because some events can generate $10,000 or more in a single night,
competition for these contracts is strong. But having the Virtual
Backgrounds System can give you superior and more creative images, and
therefore a better chance of landing the contract, even if your prices are
higher. The profit from one big event is often more than enough to pay for
your entire VB system, which may well have been the reason for your being
the chosen photographer in the first place.
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COMPETITION PHOTOGRAPHY
There are a number of professional photographers who enjoy creating
images for print competitions in earning various awards and degrees. To
score well, a competition print needs to be striking in many ways. Virtual
Backgrounds can play an important role in helping the photographer reach
their goal. Texas photographer Mark McCall is one who truly enjoys the
competition and creating prints for competition using his Virtual
Background System. Mark calls his VB machine his “merit machine”
because it has helped him gain merits and awards.
While there is no money for winning awards, the publicity generated by
announcing these awards, does help promote their photography business.
The public tends gravitate toward award winning photographers…

SCHOOL PHOTOGRAPHY
School photography can be a major profit center but many professional
photographers don’t even try to get involved because of their inexperience
and because they may view it as too much of a production line and not
artistic and therefore beneath them. They don’t really know what
opportunity they are missing out on.
Lifetouch does a large majority of the school photography in the US.
However, it is very possible for local professionals to secure lucrative school
photography contracts by promoting the advantages of using a local
photographer and by offering product and services that Lifetouch cannot
do working on a national scale. Lifetouch has to keep it simple.
Recently, Lifetouch began placing a great deal of emphasis on their
background system, which is a proprietary method developed by them. In
competing with Lifetouch for school contracts, it is therefore important for
the local photographer to demonstrate their ability to incorporate
background variety by using their Virtual Background System. Otherwise,
Lifetouch has a powerful advantage.
Schools want a smooth operation that requires minimal time and effort on
their part and they are looking for their financial kickback from every dollar
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sold. It is therefore important that the independent school photographer
offer a well developed system.
There are those who predict that school photography will experience a
major drop in popularity. They may be correct if school photographers
don’t enhance their product by improving their quality and by offering
more variety. The typical school picture experience is very simplistic. The
photographer quickly captures a single exposure and moves to the next
subject in just seconds. It’s a take it or leave it proposition for the parents
but today, with digital cameras, parents find it much easier to just not buy
anything when the school pictures are not to their liking.
The alternative is for the local photographer to spend just a few more
seconds with each subject placing just a bit more emphasis on posing. An
even better approach is to quickly take two exposures and let the parent
choose the pose for the student’s package. The use of virtual backgrounds
can play a very significant role with the photographer changing the
background between the two poses,
Ideally, at least some backgrounds should be customized such as by using a
background related to the school along with a projected traditional canvas
background. This gives the parents the opportunity to purchase from both
proofs because they liked both images, especially because of the different
backgrounds.
In special cases, it is even possible to use the student’s actual teacher as
part of the background. While no teacher is going to want to stand in the
background while each of their students are photographed, it is possible to
take a photograph of the teacher in their classroom before the school day
photos are taken and then project that image behind each student. The
result is a special keepsake image no parent can do. Many photographers
will say that this is too much trouble but if this is a way to secure contracts
and increase sales, then why not?
By partnering with a lab that handles school photography, the local
professional is able to produce the print packages needed to satisfy the
school’s requirements for their students. Pounds Lab is one of my favorite
labs because of their quality and diversity of products. They will work
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closely with you so that your orders are delivered fully finished and ready
to be distributed.

Typical School Photography

By partnering with a lab that handles school photography, the local
professional is able to produce the print packages needed to satisfy the
school’s requirements for their students. Pounds Lab is one of my favorite
labs because of their quality and diversity of products. They will work
closely with you so that your orders are delivered fully finished and ready
to be distributed.
Is there still money in school photography? The answer is yes. In fact,
many photographers do not know that there are many multimillionaire
school photographers. Yes, it can be tedious hard work, but serious money
is made every day, and yes, it takes some serious planning to do school
photography, but it can be a strong opportunity especially for a
photographer using virtual backgrounds
The very best way to learn the “ins and outs” of school photography is to
attend workshops or boot camps conducted by Chris Wunder and
Marathon Press. Call Virtual Backgrounds for information about school
photography workshops.
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CHURCH DIRECTORY PHOTOGRAPHY
Many churches work with photographers to produce a printed church
directory, once every five years or so. Every family is encouraged to have
their portrait taken for the official church directory. The photographer sets
up a studio environment at the church, so that all photography done for the
directory has quality lighting and posing. The session is usually done
without charge and the family gets one free print along with receiving a
printed directory. The money made by the photographer, comes from the
sales sessions with each family. Packages of prints, folios, and wall portraits
are shown and sold to each family.
Lifetouch is the primary church directory company having recently
purchased Olan Mills, but they tend to go after the larger churches. This
opens a door for the local professional to show the many advantages of
using a local photographer, versus a national company starting with the
smaller churches and then moving up. As with school photography, it is
advantageous to partner with a lab, such Pounds, to produce the prints,
along with a company capable of economically printing the directory.
Marathon Press is a great company to partner with in producing the church
directory. Software for the directory layout is available from Marathon
Press.
Many photographers are completely unaware of the business opportunities
existing by doing church directories. In doing the directory photography,
the photographer gets to photograph not only the entire family but also
sub family groups and individuals. Because families no longer go to a studio
photographer as they once did, this will be a unique opportunity for the
family to purchase quality studio photography instead of just relying on DIY
snapshots.
As with school photography, the local professional can offer many decided
advantages over the national company including far better service and a
higher quality of photography. If you look at a typical church directory,
you’ll find that it hasn’t changed in generations. All of the backgrounds are
identical and every photograph is printed horizontal. When using virtual
backgrounds, the photographer can use a wide variety of complementary
backgrounds which adds variety to the pages. In addition, they can print
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vertical when vertical is most appropriate and horizontal when horizontal is most
appropriate. The resulting directory is dramatically better looking. Of course if the
decision makers want to maintain the traditional look, the photographer can assure
them that they can still get this look but now, they have options to enhance their
directory and work with a local photographer.

Images by Russ and Nancy Hanson

Another major advantage for the local photographer is that because they
are local, the directory experience can start a long lasting relationship with
the family leading to further sales. This is critical in building the business.
Church directory photography is a specialty. It is not something that one
just jumps in to. Chris Wunder is one of the best sources for training on
creating a “church directory business”.

DAY CARE PHOTOGRAPHY
With the proliferation of day care centers comes another opportunity for
the professional photographer to generate business. Day care photography
is much like school photography. Lifetouch is the big competitor, but again,
the local professional can offer many advantages over the national
company. In securing day care center contracts, you need to produce a
variety of appealing samples along with having a well planned program, and
then doing the leg work to secure those contracts.
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There is a wide variety of different ways to use virtual backgrounds in day
care photography including images that you captured of the school itself as
a background. You can also use fantasy backgrounds.
A completely new idea that is just about to be tested is to arrange to have
the children draw or paint pictures on 8 x 11 sheets, including writing their
name. These sheets can be quickly copied and turned into transparencies
using your inkjet printer and then can be inserted into your background
projector. Each child is photographed with a variety of backgrounds that
they themselves created!
As we have said over and over again, the key to securing these contracts
and to generate a significant profit, it is critical to produce results others
cannot or will not do. There is a ton of profit potential in day care
photography.

SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHY
Another revenue generating stream is in sports photography. Team photos
along with individual pictures of each athlete are a must for each individual
and family. This business is mostly being done by local photo entrepreneurs
and occasionally by photo bug parents. Much of the sports photography
that is done today is very standard and hasn’t changed in years, which
means there are opportunities for those who offer new ideas such as
virtual backgrounds.

Image by Melanie Hall

Image by Dick Stevens
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The use of VB enables the photographer to bring the players inside where weather
is not a factor. Photographing the kids inside also eliminates parents shooting over
the photographer’s shoulder, especially if they are using virtual backgrounds. The
backgrounds can enhance the image. Since so many locals bid to get the sports
contract, offering VB and not having to worry about the weather are major benefits
to be presented to the decision makers. What about the group photo? There are
software solutions for creating the group photo without actually doing the group
photo.

RITES OF PASSAGE PHOTOGRAPHY
California photographer, Bill Hodge, has built an entire business on what he
calls, “Rites of Passage”. When an individual moves from one level in life,
to another level, such as a graduation, or receiving special recognition as an
Eagle Scout, there is a major opportunity for the professional
photographer. Bill has specialized in photographing Eagle Scouts in the Los
Angeles area. Virtual Backgrounds is an intrinsic component in his
photography and helps keep him well ahead of any potential competition.
Bill works with a portable location studio and also in his fixed studio.

Images by Bill Hodge
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HIGH KEY WHITE AND SOLID BLACK
BACKGROUND PHOTOGRAPHY
High key white and solid black backgrounds produce striking images that the
parents cannot produce on their own which dictates another potentially
profitable venture for the professional. The Picture People, is a chain of
corporate studios in malls that concentrate primarily on high key to
differentiate themselves from other mall competition and the DIY’s. The DIY
photographers usually do not know how to create a high key scene correctly.
With Virtual Backgrounds you can get a white background and if the VB
machine is turned off, solid black backgrounds are easily done, along with the
bonus of adding colored gels and any other gobo or light modifiers.

Images by Ann Nester

FANTASY PHOTOGRAPHY
Fantasy photography has been very successful for those who do it well. I
spoke earlier of Daniel Gutier, who is certainly a prime example of how
fantasy photography can be the cornerstone of a business. Toronto area
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photographer Diane Wilson has had a great deal of success with fantasy
photography and has taught her methods to many other photographers
who are now highly successful in their own right. Elma Flores in Texas
produces outstanding images that have played an important role in building
her business.

Images by Elma Flores

The beauty of fantasy photography is that for the most part, amateurs
cannot do it and usually do not have the props and backgrounds to do this
type of photography, but parents and grandparents still love the concept.
Parents who love to see their little ones, in their fairy costumes, with all of
the fantasy props, have to go to a professional to get this type of
portraiture done. The DIY parents don’t have the knowhow, the costumes,
props, or the VB System. Fantasy photography works extremely well with a
special kind of promotion such as the charity marketing program described
earlier. While watching this aspect of photography grow, I cannot help
wondering why many photographers think that fantasy style photography is
a passing fad. It absolutely is not. It is a huge opportunity.

GLAMOUR PHOTOGRAPHY
Another area of photography with much room for growth by professionals
is glamour photography, and its’ various aspects. When amateurs do their
flash on camera style of glamour photography the results are usually
terrible. Photojournalistic professionals shooting on location are also very
limited in what they can produce. But take an experienced professional
with quality studio lighting, creative backgrounds, along with appropriate
props; can create elegant timeless images the client will love. The privacy
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that comes with the studio environment is an important component of the
session. Glamour Shots studios did extremely well for years but then
radically fell off primarily because their frou-frou style was so limited and
they did not offer enough variety. It was a great idea but it was not
developed into other unique looks. This market is still wide open for
development.

Images by Jim Richard

SENSUAL SEXY PHOTOGRAPHY
There is also a serious market for sexy and sensual photography, which is
not available at many studios. Sensual, glamorous photography requires
the sophistication of a trained professional who has mastered the 4
components of a portrait…lighting, posing, expression and background.
Subjects for sensual photography also want privacy. This is difficult or
impossible to obtain outdoors but an infinite variety of special
environments can be easily created in the studio with Virtual Backgrounds
and the client can have absolute privacy.
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Images by Rainy Chastine

Images by Cindy Cofer

3D PHOTOGRAPHY
YourLook photographers in Germany recently installed a 3D camera on
their VB projector. One would have thought that it would not work without
generating a lot of edge shadow because of the lens used to get the 3D
effect, but in reality it worked just fine. 3D is certainly something you
should experiment with. The 3D images can be viewed on a 3D television
or can be converted into 3D prints with a special ventricular screen. The
effect is really quite unique. It is something that definitely catches the
viewers’ attention because it is new and different. 3D, by itself, is not
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something that will have a high sales volume but it is one more unique
product offering that can arouse customer interest and enthusiasm.
The professional photographer offering 3D can promote its availability to
the public, using it to encourage them to come to the studio to see the
results and it can make good press releases as the latest new development
in photography. At this point, 3D is not something that the DIY people
have. It is one more thing that helps to set the professional studio apart
from all others.

PRODUCE VIDEO CLIPS WITH
VIRTUAL BACKGROUNDS
A new exciting application for Virtual Backgrounds, because of the
capabilities of the newer DSLR cameras, makes creating a video very easy.
It is simple to create backgrounds for videos with the VB System. The ability
to shoot videos through a VB system, has always been possible, but was
seldom done. In today’s market, with most DSLR cameras having both
video and still portrait modes, going from one to the other is as simple as
turning a dial on the camera.
People are always looking for something new and different. Combining
video with portraits and then creating an Animoto type DVD video may well
become a popular concept. It is just in its infancy right now, but well worth
exploring. To see an example of video and stills integrated, go to
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BkboRTMd6FY&feature=youtube_gdata_playe

MAKE YOUR OWN BACKGROUND TRANSPARENCIES
While VB offers more than 1,000 stock VB backgrounds, all specifically
created for use with virtual backgrounds, including a wide variety of Old
Masters canvas type backgrounds, some stock images that will work with
virtual backgrounds can be found online. However, in most cases
background transparencies must be taken with the ultimate application as
projected backgrounds in mind. Pretty scenic and other candid shots of
places often are difficult or impossible to use successfully with VB.
Some of your very best backgrounds could well be those that you create
yourself. Not only will these backgrounds be exclusive to you, they will
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reflect your style of photography and they can reflect important backgrounds
in and around your own community. Every part of the country has many
phenomenal backgrounds which can be photographed but for a variety of
reasons cannot be used as onsite location backgrounds because of rules,
obstructions, weather, distance from studio, etc. But it is possible to capture
these backgrounds on your digital camera and even enhance them with
Photoshop and then turn them in to transparencies for convenient use in the
studio. In many cases projected backgrounds can result in better images
than if they were taken in the real environment and it is so much more
convenient. In addition, any amateur photographer can take pretty shots
down by lake or in the forest. Only the professional with VB can do it in their
studio where they have total control which results in a better product.
Backgrounds can also be customized for specific subjects and/or themes for
special occasions, places or events. A football player would much prefer a
background involving his own school and stadium than something generic.
The professional using VB can create images that the subject cannot get on
their own, no matter what camera or cell phone they have! Again, the key
to success is producing results the customer cannot do on their own.
If while taking a trip you spend time capturing backgrounds for your studio,
the trip can be a partial or total tax deduction for your business.
Conducting your own “background seeking safaris” is just, plain fun to do.
Anywhere you go, gives you a chance of finding a usable background,
whether it is a building, wall, scenic, texture, or whatever, and there is
never a storage problem.

NEW! MAKE YOUR OWN BACKGROUNDS WITH
YOUR INKJET PRINTER
The latest new development is for the enterprising and creative photographer to
create their own customized backgrounds using their own inkjet printer. This
enables them to produce special backgrounds for specific jobs and even for
specific subjects for next to nothing and with very minimal time and effort specific
jobs and even for specific subjects for next to nothing and with very minimal time
and effort.
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Mark Barnett uses inkjet printer to create his own backgrounds.

As an example, let’s say you are going to photograph a whole group of kids
and you want their own first name in their background or perhaps the logo
for their school or organization. These backgrounds can be created and
inkjet printed in minutes at essentially no cost for use with each particular
subject. This is another example of creating highly customized images that
the subject cannot possibly do on their own…and all other professional
photographers without VB cannot offer. It is one more way to show you as
more creative, and clearly different.

MAKE YOUR OWN BACKGROUND SETS AND PROPS
A primary way to enhance your VB projected backgrounds is to collect and
use a variety of props. You can also develop special sets for very little
expense and minimal storage issues. In the past, photographers use to
spend $5,000 to $15,000 on a single polystyrene set which quickly became
a problem with storage unless one had a studio with a warehouse of
storage space. These sets are now almost completely replaced by Virtual
Backgrounds. The $15,000 set can be replaced with a $10.00 transparency,
which looks far more realistic than an artificial set or prop, and can be
stored in an envelope! And one can change from one background to
another in just seconds. Those who complain that a VB system costs too
much, have forgotten what a single polystyrene set can cost…more than
the total cost of a VB system. Props can be found everywhere including
your own home, barn, Lowes, Home Depot, or flea market. The creative
opportunities with virtual backgrounds are infinite.
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THE VIRTUAL BACKGROUNDS INVESTMENT
With the times being tough, every professional who considers investing in a
Virtual Backgrounds System is concerned about the soundness of their
decision. There are several ways to look at the investment including asking
yourself if there is any other investment in your studio that has more
potential to generate more business and larger sales averages and be a
fundamental part of your marketing program? We don’t know of any. You
can’t get very excited about buying a new canvas background for as much
as $1000 when you can create a similar new background slide for less than
$10.00 each! In the final print, one cannot tell if the background was real
or projected.
The cost of getting started in Virtual Backgrounds can be surprisingly less
than you may think. The newest systems have been designed to be
considerably less expensive and easier than ever to set up and use. System
cost has actually come down over time. In addition, we often have
refurbished equipment at a considerable savings. Refurbished equipment
comes with a warranty, training, consultation, and a very unique “trade-up”
program. New and refurbished equipment can also be financed directly
through Virtual Backgrounds.
However, no matter what you invest in, you have to use your training and
product quality for you to get profitable results. Too often a photographer
is like a carpenter who spends a great deal of money to buy a radial arm
saw to do nothing more than cut 2 x 4s when in fact they could use the
same tool to produce elegant cabinetry or other applications. With Virtual
Backgrounds, we suggest that you continually be searching for new ways to
use your system and also observe what others are doing as well. The
possibilities are infinite.
Too often photographers invest in the latest and greatest in digital cameras
even though their current cameras already produce great images. Buying a
new camera, just to have a new camera, is generally not a good
investment. Your customers won’t pay a penny extra because you have a
2014 model digital camera instead of a 2012 model. Ideally, your
investments should be directed primarily toward products and training that
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will directly lead to more sales and profits. Investments should pay for
themselves quickly and then continue adding to profits.

Virtual Backgrounds setup in an apartment living room. Space is not an issue.

There are those in the industry, who have little appreciation for the
importance of having an actual studio or the power of the background to
enhance their photography. Fact is, they have probably never used a VB
system themselves or they have it confused it with a green screen system.
Everything we promote about VB is based on reality, and there is nothing
else available with its ability to help in your photography business.
On another note… if you have issues with your VB system, please do not
hesitate to ask us for help. The philosophy of our company is to help our
customers become successful in the implementation of the VB System.
This booklet is just one example of that. VB is a remarkable concept that
will continue to generate a never-ending array of applications for the
enterprising professional photographer.
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**NEW STUFF!** INTRODUCING
DIGITAL PROJECTED BACKGROUNDS!!
In January 2014, Virtual
Backgrounds introduced
the world's first and only
digital projected
background system. The
conversion to digital
opens a wide variety of
doors to more
photographer creativity,
more ways to secure
lucrative contracts, more
ways to increase sales
averages, and new ways
to market professional
photography. Digital
projected backgrounds
gives the professional a
gigantic boost over other
professionals, especially
those who are not yet
using projected
backgrounds, and especially against the do it yourself amateur that has
been taking a larger and larger share of the work that use to go to the
professional.
We use the term, Imagine the Possibilities. Digital projected backgrounds
opens the door to infinite possibilities limited only by imagination. As an
example, what if children could create their very own backgrounds?
Imagine having children make a variety of drawings using finger paint,
crayons, water colors, or even computer generated art. These are the kinds
of drawings that parents treasure and often keep as "refrigerator
art". With digital projected backgrounds, the photographer could instantly
copy these drawings with just a cell phone camera and project them behind
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the subject. Each exposure could have a different background behind the
child. Think of how many different images the typical parent would want to
purchase instead of just picking the best one.
When photographing school
age kids, the photographer
could capture an image of the
school or the school logo or
mascot for a background. Even
better, the photographer could
capture an image of the child's
teacher standing in the front of
the child's school room, with
the child in the foreground.
Such innovative creative
photography could easily take
school photography from a
single shot, take it or leave it,
to a variety of different images
from which to select. Could
sales averages increase by 50%
and even 100%? It's very
possible. In the past, such
innovative photography was just too difficult but with digital projected
backgrounds, it is very realistic.
With digital projected backgrounds, there are just so many new
opportunities to better serve the client which in turn results in more sales
and more overall satisfaction. Digital projected backgrounds enable the
true professional to extend their lead over all others in ways that are
clear. This is just part of what we teach in our workshops. Digital
projected backgrounds are not only a game changer, but it is also a
potential career changer.
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INTRODUCING VIDEO ON VIDEO DIGITAL
PROJECTION - A WHOLE NEW BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY FOR THE ENTERPRENUERAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
Another new development
now that projected virtual
backgrounds have become
digital is the ability to project a
moving video as a background
for a video production. This
opens a whole new set of
profit making opportunities for
professionals. It is now
possible to easily enhance
video production with still and
moving backgrounds. This
new concept was introduced
at Infocomm in Las Vegas in
June of 2014.
Instead of all the complexity
and issues associated with
green screen, creating still and moving backgrounds for video production
has many distinct advantages. For example, a projected background
system can be set up in minutes. The resulting images can be shown live or
recorded for later use. The simplicity of the system makes it possible to
have digital backgrounds in many more situations including TV productions
such as interviews with related backgrounds. Unlike green screen methods,
in many situations it is even possible for the subject in the video to see the
projected background directly on the reflective screen so there is no more
guessing what and where the background is without looking at a monitor.
There are no restrictions on the colors the subject(s) wear. There is even
the option of simultaneously projecting two different background images
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on the same screen. Video production is a rapidly expanding field and the
Scene Machine projection technology opens the door to many new
profitable opportunities.
There is a huge market
developing for video
production for webinars,
blogs, corporate
communications.
However, many
companies that desire
video products do not
have the equipment or
the ability to produce the
product. Professional
photographers can use
the background
projection system they
already own and their
DSLR cameras that can be
used to create fine quality
videos to offer video
production services in
their area.

CLICK TO SEE TWO YOUTUBE VIDEOS TAKEN
AT INFOCOMM 14 SHOWING NEW VIDEO
APPLICATION
Link 1
http://youtu.be/ujL5DgylmWg

Virtual Backgrounds at InfoComm 14

Link 2
http://youtu.be/zQQA2mnri7s

Live Green Screen Effects Without the Issues
InfoComm 14
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BACKGROUND POWER! – The Book
Background Power! In hardcover, is still
available at a special reduced price.
Background Power! Is the only book ever
written that is devoted 100% to the
background in photographs and how it can
be utilized to help grow the business. The
arrival of Digital photography and its impact
on the photography business makes the
background more important than ever to
help the professional photographer separate
themselves from all others including the do
it yourself photographers. Order your copy
of “Background Power!” for only $10.00 plus
shipping from Virtual Backgrounds. It is also available for free as an e book
on the Virtual Backgrounds website. www.virtualbackgrounds.net

Virtual Backgrounds Projectors

VB Express

VB Optima

VB Digital

Virtual Backgrounds produces several different background projectors
including the VB Express, the VB Optima, and now the new VB Express
Digital and the VB Optima Digital projectors. The VB Express, optical or
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digital is the smallest, lightest and most economical projector. The VB
Optima, optical or digital, features a veneer gear driven camera
elevator. Both the Express and Optima projectors are ideal for studio and
location work and can be set up in minutes.
Background screens are available from 4 x 6 feet to 10 x 12 feet. Screens
up to 9 feet wide are available as portable roll ups and can be ordered with
a padded canvas carrying case. The screen can be set up in minutes.

Chapter 6
SUMMARY
The implementation of the Virtual Backgrounds System into your business
workflow provides, you, the professional photographer, with new and
innovative ways to both survive and thrive in today’s difficult and
competitive market. It is just a fundamental fact of life that as a result of
the digital revolution, everyone is a potential competitor because digital
cameras, including cell phone cameras, enable almost anyone to take
decent pictures…and they have fun doing it so why would they ever want
to hire someone to do what they can do so well on their own?
There is only one answer. The professional photographer must produce
an array of highly attractive products the public and even other
professionals cannot do. A Virtual Backgrounds System increases your
ability to create images and services other photographers cannot do. The
VB System allows you to work more efficiently, creatively, and even for
less cost which in turn makes your bottom line better. The VB System
enables you to be clearly different, which is exactly what you are striving
for. A VB system enables you to set up your studio even on an as needed
basis in home or on location.
The opportunities are there. All we can do is tell you about them and
make suggestions. But these opportunities will not just automatically
walk in your door. A Virtual Backgrounds System needs to be actively
promoted and used before it can help make a difference in your
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business. The whole purpose of this publication is to suggest many
different ways in which you can use your VB system to attract customers,
make more money and have more fun doing it. Backgrounds are far more
important than most photographers realize. If you haven’t already done
so, I suggest you read my book, Background Power!
More than ever, the enterprising photographer has to aggressively go
after the business and make things happen. But, after all, isn’t that the
way it should be? If it was simple and did not require work and creative
thinking, then anyone could, and would do it. The VB System is both the
concept and the tool that helps you to be clearly different. It enables one
to be far more creative and artistic. The customer will pay for product
that is distinctively different.
Take a moment now to review the images included in this book. None of
them look like the “click click” pictures amateurs take … which it now also
the kind of images many professional photographers take. To be
successful today, you have to provide product that the others cannot do.
There really is no other realistic opinion.
And now the VB Digital background projectors are available, giving the
professional photographer even more ways to increase creativity and
profits. With digital, the photographer can create an infinite variety of
backgrounds and even customize backgrounds to a particular
subject. Often a background can be captured and used almost instantly
and at essentially zero cost. The advent of digital backgrounds is certainly
a "game changer" and may even be a "career changer" for the
professional photographer. And now there are new opportunities in
producing video products with still and moving backgrounds.
So, let’s finish up with the question I asked at the very beginning…what is
the most powerful tool you as a professional photographer can have to
help enhance your business? It really is your Virtual Backgrounds
System. If you engage in good marketing revolving around your unique
products, create images with loads of variety, and use good sales
techniques to sell the results, success awaits you.
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HOW CAN I LEARN MORE ABOUT
VIRTUAL BACKGROUNDS?
1. Go to www.virtualbackgrounds.net. It’s packed with
information and sample images. Read the FAQ section
which answers the most frequently asked questions about
VB. Read the dozens of the Featured Photographer articles
about our system owners.
2. Read dozens of testimonials from VB users around the world
on the web site.
http://www.virtualbackgrounds.net/wpvirtual/video/works
hop-testimonials/
3. Sign up to get our e newsletter, The Backgrounder. The
Backgrounder includes a wide array of information about
Virtual Backgrounds and other items of interest to the
professional photographer that you are not likely to find
anywhere else.
http://www.virtualbackgrounds.net/wpvirtual/
4. Read the hard cover book, Background Power! It’s available
at a special price of just $10.00 plus shipping. It is also
available for free on the VB website.
http://www.virtualbackgrounds.net/pdfs/BACKGROUND_P
OWER!.pdf
5. Attend a Virtual Backgrounds one day or three day
workshop. Call for dates and locations.
http://www.virtualbackgrounds.net/wpvirtual/learn_and_e
arn/
6. Call VB to have a personal conversation with a consultant.
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